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car
Cars are a type of land transport. They move people from one place

to another.



plane
Planes are air transport. Planes move people and cargo long

distances and across oceans.



train
Trains are land transport. They move people and goods across long

distances on railroad tracks.



rocket
Rockets are space transport. They take people into space to explore

new and unfamiliar places and planets.



submarine
Submarines are underwater vehicles. They explore deep parts of the

ocean that are hard to access otherwise.



bus
Buses are land transport. This is a double-decker bus. Buses drive on

the road and transport up to 60 people at a time.



forklift
Forklifts are a heavy-lifting vehicle operated by people who need to

move large and heavy items from one place to another.



buggy
Buggies are small vehicles that move between 2-6 people at a time,

often around sporting and recreational venues.



pram
Prams and strollers are method of transport used for babies and

young children. 



motorbike
Motorbikes are a two-wheel land transport vehicle that have a

capacity for two passengers.



raft
Rafts are water transport. They are often inflated with air and used as

transport on rivers. 



helicopter
Helicopters are small air vehicles that have propeller blades at the

top and carry up to 12 passengers.



industrial truck
Industrial trucks transport goods from one place to another, often

over large distances. 



bicycle
Bicycles are single passenger vehicles that are powered by the rider.



moped
A moped is a small land vehicle that is similar to a motorbike and only

has one passenger.



skateboard
Skateboards are two-wheeled, human-powered vehicles primarily

used for recreational purposes. 



hot air balloon
Hot air balloons are giant balloons that lift off the ground using gas.

People are transported in large baskets.



yacht
Yachts are a method of water transport. They can be powered

electrically or by wind. They are used for racing and cruising on the

water.



dump truck
A dump truck is also called a 'tipper' and moves earth or materials

around on land. The tray can tilt and tip the materials onto the

desired location.



crane
Cranes are machines fixed to a vehicle that help to lift and move

large and heavy materials during construction. 



kayak
Kayaks are small water transport used mainly for recreational

purposes. They usually have two passengers. 



ship
Ships are large ocean transport vehicles. Cargo ships move goods

across the water. Cruise ships allow holiday makers to travel in luxury

on the ocean and between countries. 



row boat
Row boats are a small method of water transport that is powered by

people using oars.



sail boat
A sail boat is a water transport method that is powered by wind.



UFO
UFO's are a alien lifeform's method of transport. There are many

documented sightings of UFO's on Earth.  


